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Today, La Boca teems with tourists, drawn like moths to a flame for the sizzling steaks, street theatre
and brightly painted pastel-coloured homes. On matchday the noise from the barrio's most famous
landmark, the unique La Bombonera stadium - home of Boca Juniors - reverberates around the workingclass neighbourhood. The cathedral of world football has provided the canvas for some of the sport's
greatest artists to create their masterpieces. Diego Maradona, arguably the greatest-ever exponent of
the beautiful game, Juan Román Riquelme, the last number ten, and Carlos Tevez are just three of the
legends to wear the iconic shirt. Blue & Gold Passion chronicles the history of the famous Buenos Aires
institution, from its foundation by five Italian immigrants in 1905 to the 2018 Copa Libertadores clash
with arch-rivals River Plate, which made worldwide headlines. All the glory, the idols, the trophies, the
highs and lows are covered in this first comprehensive English-language celebration of one of the
world's greatest football clubs.

Almanaque Dos 15 Anos Dos Pontos Corridos-Rodrigo Goulart 2018-01-18

Nestes 15 anos de Campeonato Brasileiro por Pontos Corridos muita coisa já aconteceu. Neste
almanaque, você terá acesso a um resumo de cada edição, à performance histórica de cada clube, a
dados, números, estatísticas, recordes, tabelas, gráficos e curiosidades geradas pelo histórico dos
confrontos e pela classificação final de cada ano.
Why England Lose-Simon Kuper 2010

FOOTBALL (SOCCER, ASSOCIATION FOOTBALL). Written with an economist's brain and a football
writer's skill, this book applies high-powered analytical tools to everyday football topics. Why England
Lose isn't in the first place about money. It's about looking at data in new ways. It's about revealing
counterintuitive truths about football. It explains all manner of things about the game which
newspapers just can't see. It all adds up to a new way of looking at football, beyond cliches about "The
Magic of the FA Cup", "England's Shock Defeat" and "Newcastle's New South American Star". No
training in economics is needed to read Why England Lose. But the reader will come out of it with a
better understanding not just of football, but of how economists think and what they know.

Feminism Is for Everybody-bell hooks 2014-10-10

What is feminism? In this short, accessible primer, bell hooks explores the nature of feminism and its
positive promise to eliminate sexism, sexist exploitation, and oppression. With her characteristic clarity
and directness, hooks encourages readers to see how feminism can touch and change their lives—to see
that feminism is for everybody.
The Freedom Writers Diary (20th Anniversary Edition)-The Freedom Writers 2007-04-24

A Parede-Gugu Keller 2018-08-21

#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The twentieth anniversary edition of the classic story of an
incredible group of students and the teacher who inspired them, featuring updates on the students’
lives, new journal entries, and an introduction by Erin Gruwell Now a public television documentary,
Freedom Writers: Stories from the Heart In 1994, an idealistic first-year teacher in Long Beach,
California, named Erin Gruwell confronted a room of “unteachable, at-risk” students. She had
intercepted a note with an ugly racial caricature and angrily declared that this was precisely the sort of
thing that led to the Holocaust. She was met by uncomprehending looks—none of her students had
heard of one of the defining moments of the twentieth century. So she rebooted her entire curriculum,
using treasured books such as Anne Frank’s diary as her guide to combat intolerance and
misunderstanding. Her students began recording their thoughts and feelings in their own diaries,
eventually dubbing themselves the “Freedom Writers.” Consisting of powerful entries from the
students’ diaries and narrative text by Erin Gruwell, The Freedom Writers Diary is an unforgettable
story of how hard work, courage, and determination changed the lives of a teacher and her students. In
the two decades since its original publication, the book has sold more than one million copies and
inspired a major motion picture Freedom Writers. And now, with this twentieth-anniversary edition,
readers are brought up to date on the lives of the Freedom Writers, as they blend indispensable takes
on social issues with uplifting stories of attending college—and watch their own children follow in their
footsteps. The Freedom Writers Diary remains a vital read for anyone who believes in second chances.

Luta de um grande atleta contra o preconceito.
A história do maior campeonato gaúcho de todos os tempos-Daniel Sperb Rubin 2018-05-28

"Heróis de 77: A História do Maior Campeonato Gaúcho de Todos os Tempos" é fruto de uma pesquisa
profunda, que durou um ano e meio. Durante esse tempo, o autor folheou as páginas dos quatro
grandes jornais da época no Rio Grande do Sul, a saber: Correio do Povo, Folha da Manhã, Folha da
Tarde e Zero Hora. Além disso, pesquisou em livros, revistas, sites e blogs, todos eles citados no livro.
Por isso, todas as referências existentes no livro têm uma fonte confiável e verificável por trás. Para
retratar o clima tenso, complexo e turbulento daquele campeonato, o autor reproduz os textos e
opiniões dos mais conhecidos jornalistas esportivos da época, bem como as manifestações de jogadores,
dirigentes e treinadores, e relata, com riqueza de detalhes, os acontecimentos que transformaram
aquele campeonato num certame histórico e inesquecível para a torcida tricolor. A ideia, desde o início,
foi transportar o leitor para o ambiente daquela época. Pensamos que o esforço foi bem-sucedido.No
ano em que aquela conquista histórica completa quatro décadas, este livro é um presente para a
fanática torcida tricolor.
Blue and Gold Passion-Daneil Williamson 2020-12
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Calcule Mais-Vandeir Vioti dos Santos 2018-12-06

After Marcelo began to tell stories of his monsters in the book In this new book, Marcelo grew up and
tells stories with his newest monsters, a little more than the previous ones: love, loneliness, envy,
shame, longing, anxiety, guilt and frustration.

Você já tentou aprender matemática de todas as maneiras, mas seu desempenho sempre ficou muito
abaixo do esperado? Se você acha que para seu caso não há solução ou que a matemática não é para
você, você precisa conhecer este livro. Drible a matéria mais temida das provas, concursos e
vestibulares com a aplicação de técnicas infalíveis para a solução de problemas. Desenvolva um
pensamento lógico transformador e comece a mudar seus resultados agora mesmo! Em Calcule Mais —
Nunca É Tarde para Aprender Matemática, Vandeir Vioti dos Santos revela todos os segredos e grandes
macetes para se dar bem na matéria de um jeito simples, prático e eficiente. Você não precisa ser um
gênio da matemática para acertar questões de lógica e raciocínio: apenas use a ferramenta certa no
momento certo e veja a mágica acontecer. Vandeir é um jovem sonhador que aos 23 anos fundou o site
de matemática Calcule Mais. Diante de todos os cenários que já vivenciou em sua carreira de professor,
não pode deixar de pensar em pessoas com necessidades, sonhos e objetivos de mudar de vida através
de provas, concursos e vestibulares, mas que, infelizmente, encontraram na matemática uma barreira
para seu caminho. Para ajudar a todos que se veem nessa situação e que muitas vezes não podem pagar
cursinhos ou não possuem tempo para tanto, resolveu criar o site e agora este livro. O objetivo de
Vandeir é transformar a vida do máximo de pessoas possível através do ensino da matemática para
aqueles que nunca conseguiram aprender ou possuem extrema dificuldade com a matéria. Junte-se aos
mais de 200 mil alunos do Professor Vandeir e confira até onde o domínio da matemática pode levar
você.

Red Card-Ken Bensinger 2018-06-14

'Gripping ... Bensinger's impeccably sourced account serves as a sharp reminder of the gargantuan
levels of largesse and excess during Fifa's bad, bad days - as well as a warning that not enough has
been done to prevent them returning.' Sean Ingle, Guardian 'Bensinger deftly deploys novelistic devices
to turn it into a real-life detective thriller ... [it] resembles John Grisham' Private Eye The story of FIFA's
fall from grace has it all: power, betrayal, revenge, sports stars, hustlers, corruption, sex and
phenomenal quantities of money, all set against exotic locales stretching from Caribbean beaches to the
formal staterooms of the Kremlin and the sun-blasted streets of Doha, Qatar. In Red Card, investigative
journalist Ken Bensinger takes a journey to FIFA's dark heart. He introduces the flamboyant villains of
the piece - the FIFA kingpins who flaunted their wealth in private jets and New York's grandest
skyscrapers - and the dogged team of American FBI and IRS agents, headed by Attorney General
Loretta Lynch, who finally brought them to book. Providing fresh insights on a scandal which has
gripped the world, he shows how greed and arrogance brought down the most powerful institution in
sporting history. A wild, gritty, gripping, and at times blackly comic story, Red Card combines worldclass journalism with the pace of a thriller.

Women who Run with the Wolves-Clarissa Pinkola Estés 1995

The Unwomanly Face of War-Svetlana Alexievich 2017-07-25

A Jungian analyst explores the feminine psyche through stories of "wild women"--the mythological
archetype of the strong, primitive woman

The long-awaited translation of the classic oral history of Soviet women's experiences in the Second
World War - from the winner of the Nobel Prize in Literature Bringing together dozens of voices in her
distinctive style, The Unwomanly Face of War is Svetlana Alexievich's collection of stories from Soviet
women who lived through the Second World War: on the front lines, on the home front, and in occupied
territories. As Alexievich gives voice to women who are absent from official narratives - captains,
sergeants, nurses, snipers, pilots - she shows us a new version of the war we're so familiar with,
creating an extraordinary alternative history from their private stories. Published in 1985 in Russia and
now available in English for the first time, The Unwomanly Face of War was Alexievich's first book and
a huge bestseller in the Soviet Union, establishing her as a brilliantly revolutionary writer.

Modern Buddhism-Kelsang Gyatso 2011

A guide to the Buddha's teachings explains the fundamentals of Buddhist meditation and philosophy
and provides practical explanations for developing compassion and wisdom to achieve lasting
happiness.
Hotel Scarface-Roben Farzad 2018-01-25

Pita-ten-Koge Donbo

Miami, December 31, 1979. Lock your doors. Watch your backs. Raise your glasses. Miami is about to
blow, in a fiery explosion of cocaine, blood, bullets, torched cars, cash, immigrants, hustlers, dopers,
informants, corruption, body bags and inner tubes. In the seventies, coke hit Miami with the full force
of a hurricane, and no place attracted dealers and dopers like Coconut Grove’s Mutiny at Sailboat Bay.
Hollywood royalty, rock stars, and models flocked to the hotel’s club to order bottle after bottle of Dom
and to snort lines alongside narcos, hit men, and gunrunners, all while marathon orgies burned upstairs
in elaborate fantasy suites. Amid the boatloads of powder and cash reigned the new kings of Miami:
three waves of Cuban immigrants vying to dominate the trafficking of one of the most lucrative
commodities ever known to man. But as the kilos—and bodies—began to pile up, the Mutiny became
target number one for law enforcement. Based on exclusive interviews and never-before-seen
documents, Hotel Scarface is a portrait of a city high on excess and greed, an extraordinary work of
investigative journalism offering an unprecedented view of the rise and fall of cocaine—and the
Mutiny—in Miami.

Herpes Zoster and Postherpetic Neuralgia-C. Peter N. Watson 2001

This work provides, in a single volume, up-to-date knowledge about every aspect of varicella zoster
virus, herpes zoster and postherpetic neuralgia. The first edition of this book, published in 1993,
received wide acclaim. In this new edition, Dr. Watson and Dr. Gershon are joined by outstanding
authorities on the multiple facets of these diseases. This book encompasses the impressive amount of
knowledge which has been accumulated in recent years and enriches the knowledge not only about this
particular syndrome but about chronic pain in general. It is a valuable contribution to the literature on
pain which deals with all the basic scientific information on the acute and chronic stages of herpes
zoster as well as the recent exciting developments in the treatment of this affliction.
Three Days of Happiness-Sugaru Miaki 2020-10-06

Ada Bea's Downeast Adventure-Laurence H. Leavitt 2021-09

In this dark, moody love story, college student Kusunoki decides to selloff the next thirty years of his
life at a mysterious shop in exchange formoney-and maybe a chance to find something worth living for.

I Have More Monsters in My Tummy-Guilherme Semionato 2019-02-20
Pele: The Autobiography-Pelé 2008-09-04
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Even people who don't know football know Pelé. The best of a generation of Brazilian players
universally acknowledged as the most accomplished and attractive group of footballers ever to play the
game, he won the World Cup three times and is Brazil's all-time record goalscorer. But how did this
man -- a sportsman, a mere footballer, like many others -- become a global icon? Was it just by being
the best at what he did, or do people respond to some other quality? The world's greatest footballer
now gives us the full story of his incredible life and career. Told with his characteristic grace and
modesty, but covering all aspects of his playing days and his subsequent careers as politician,
international sporting ambassador and cultural icon, PELE: THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY is an essential
volume for all sports fans, and anyone who admires true rarity of spirit.

the business and management of the World Cup, taking the reader from the initial stages of bidding and
hosting decisions, through planning and organisation, to the eventual legacies of the competition. The
book introduces the global context in which the World Cup takes place, surveying the history and
evolution of the tournament and the geopolitical background against which bidding and hosting
decisions take place. It examines all the key issues and debates which surround the tournament, from
governance and corruption to security and the media, and looks closely at the technical processes that
create the event, from planning and finance to marketing and fan engagement. Analysis of the Women's
World Cup is also embedded in every chapter, and the book also considers the significance of World
Cup tournaments at age-group level. No sport business or management course is complete without
some discussion of the FIFA World Cup, so this book is essential reading for any student, researcher or
sport business professional looking to fully understand global sport business today.

Florentine Ariosto Jones: A Yankee in Switzerland and the Early Globalization of the American System of
Watchmaking-Frank Jacob 2021-09-07

A Full Plate-Anna Kirkpatrick 2020-11-24

This book recounts the story of Florentine Ariosto Jones, who after the Civil War decided to
manufacture watches. Combining the cheap labor available at the time in Switzerland with US
manufacturing technologies, Jones embarked on his venture to produce affordable watches for the
American market. Consequently, he became a pioneer in the business of outsourcing labor for economic
purposes through his contracting of labor to Europe. While the company still exists today, very little is
known about Jones. The present book will undoubtedly change this by telling the fascinating story of an
American adventurer and his pursuit to globalize American watchmaking at the end of the 19th
Century.

Without experience in the restaurant business, Anna and her husband, Bill, purchase the Ponderosa, a
foreclosed gutted-out restaurant, bar, and motel on the bank of the Main Payette River in Idaho. With
wit, wisdom, and as many turns as the unforgiving Highway 55, which snakes through the tortured
scenic Payette River gorge, Anna tells stories of family, customers, and building her business. The car
crashes, river rescues, broken bones, and wildfires (only steps away) trigger Anna to relive several of
her childhood adversities (alcoholism, the sudden death of her young sibling, and child molestation, to
name a few). Despite the sixteen-hour workdays and seemingly unending tribulations, Anna and Bill
tackle the obstacles in their path with an open heart and robust determination to achieve success.
Unfortunately, Life Flight rescues aren’t as easy to shrug off, and Anna must often repeat her words
aloud: “There are no crybabies on this assignment—put on a pleasing smile and a clean apron and
charge onward.” Anna’s story has an unexpected heart-wrenching conclusion.

Defensive Football Strategies-American Football Coaches Association 2000

Now you can build the kind of defense that wins championships with Defensive Football Strategies. This
complete collection of tactics, teachings, and insights comes from many of the game's best defensive
minds from the past 40 years. Inside you'll find winning tactics and teachings from 90 top defensive
strategists in the modern era of football, including Jerry Sandusky of Penn State, Charlie McBride of
Nebraska, R.C. Slocum of Texas A and M, and Bo Schembechler of Michigan. With the help of more
than 600 X-and-O diagrams, they explain and show how to dominate opponents defensively through
these key components: * Philosophies, fronts, and schemes * Run defenses * Pass defenses * Formation
and situation adjustments * Goal line defenses Defensive Football Strategies was developed in
cooperation with the American Football Coaches Association. This one-of-a-kind resource offers a
wealth of defensive know-how, proven to stop any offense and lead your team to championship-winning
seasons.

The Big Fat Surprise-Nina Teicholz 2015-01-06

Challenges popular misconceptions about fats and nutrition science, revealing the distorted claims of
nutrition studies while arguing that more dietary fat can lead to better health, wellness, and fitness.
Flip the System-Jelmer Evers 2015-06-26

Education is threatened on a global scale by forces of neoliberalism, through high stakes accountability,
privatization and a destructive language of learning. In all respects, a GERM (Global Education Reform
Movement) has erupted from international benchmark rankings such as PISA, TIMMS and PIRL,
causing inequity, narrowing of the curriculum and teacher deprofessionalization on a truly global scale.
In this book, teachers from around the world and other educational experts such as Andy Hargreaves,
Ann Lieberman, Stephen Ball, Gert Biesta, Tom Bennett and many more, make the case to move away
from this uneducational economic approach, to instead embrace a more humane, more democratic
approach to education. This approach is called ‘flipping the system’, a move that places teachers
exactly where they need to be - at the steering wheel of educational systems worldwide. This book will
appeal to teachers and other education professionals around the world.

The Age of Revolution [Europe] 1789-1848-Eric J. Hobsbawm 2013

The Tatami Galexy-Tomihiko Morimi 2015-05-19

Unbreakable-Sharon Anderson 2020-08-07

Most of us fail because instead of faithfully entrusting in the Lord, we try presiding over things in which
we have little to no power or authority. However, like anything else, becoming spiritually unbreakable
takes time and with time, comes patience, resilience and strength. Therefore, if you crave change,
remain grounded until God gives the green light, then humbly step back and let Him take lead. In doing
so, not only will you prosper, you will forever have his undying favor. By Sharon T. Anderson

Sports Psychiatry-David R. McDuff 2012

Sports competition, from the student to the elite professional level, is a specialized world. Its players
face singular challenges in overcoming the stress, anxiety, and fear of failure (and success) that
characterize that environment. As the team psychiatrist for the Baltimore Orioles and the Baltimore
Ravens since 1996, the author of Sports Psychiatry: Strategies for Life Balance and Peak Performance
is uniquely aware of the knowledge and skills mental health practitioners require to work effectively
with athletes as they strive to play better, heal better, and feel better. The book is grounded in
evidence-based psychiatry, but is written in a style that will engage and inform not only mental health

The Business of the Fifa World Cup-Taylor & Francis Group 2022-04-08

The FIFA World Cup is arguably the biggest sporting event on earth. This book is the first to focus on
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professionals, but also primary care and sports medicine physicians, athletic trainers, team owners and
managers, interested laypeople -- and, of course -- athletes themselves. Absorbing narratives exemplify
the themes and issues covered in each chapter, including how to recognize and conquer stress, how to
prepare mentally for competition, how to manage pain, and how to tune out the myriad distractions of
the athlete's life and focus on performance. The strategies that Dr. McDuff offers are down-to-earth,
insightful, and informed by his many years of experience treating players at the highest level. Practical
and compassionate, Sports Psychiatry: Strategies for Life Balance and Peak Performance will be of
enormous help to readers inside and outside the sports arena.

possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no
entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available
to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and republished
using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read
typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Learning-Jacques Delors 1998

How They Stole the Game-David Yallop 2011-09-15

This report proposes more resources be devoted to education, nationally and internationally, and for
international cooperation in education with UNESCO as a key player.

What's wrong with Football today? In June 2011, Sepp Blatter was elected - uncontested - as president
of Fifa once more. Despite attempts to halt the vote amidst allegations and accusations of corruption,
the show went on. As How They Stole The Game, David Yallop's classic expose of the dark heart behind
the beautiful game showed when it was first published, Football was rotten from the top down. In the
book Yallop reveals the story of João Havelenge, Fifa President from 1974 to 1998, the Godfather of
football, and how he turned a religion to millions of fans into a multi-billion dollar business, riven with
suspicious deals and unexpected payments.

Ova Completa-Susana Thenon 2020-12

Poetry. Afterword by María Negroni. Translated by Rebekah Smith. Susana Thénon (1935-1991) is a
key poet of the '60s generation in Argentina. In OVA COMPLETA, her final, most radical collection,
Thénon's poetics expands to incorporate all it touches--classical and popular culture, lyrics to songs and
vulgarities, incoherence and musicality--embodying humor and terror while writing obliquely of
femicide, Argentina's last dictatorship, the Malvinas / Falklands war, the heritage of colonialism. Or, as
Thénon writes, me on earth; me with the others; me ignorant, rude, all mixed in Latin, Greek, shit,
noodles, culture and barbarism... OVA COMPLETA is a collection full of stylistic innovation, language
play, dark humor, and socio-political insight, now available to English-language readers for the first
time. A fragmented textual surface, a language all too common, a violent humor, and a voice multiple
and heterogeneous.--Delfina Muschietti Experiments with language, with writing, with discursive
genres, with situations and communicative actions or with pragmatic effects ... a bleak and acidic gaze
on a world that 'enduring--until when?--it destroys itself' and that incessantly longs to see
reconstruction rising up over destruction.--Ana María Barrenechea

Why Soccer Matters-Pelé 2014-04-01

Pelé—legendary footballer, humanitarian, and subject of the Netflix documentary—explores the sport’s
recent history and provides new insights into the game. “I know in my heart that soccer was good to
me, and great to the world....I saw, time and again, how the sport improved countless millions of lives,
both on and off the field. For me, at least, that’s why soccer matters.” The world’s most popular sport
goes by many names—soccer, football, the beautiful game—but fans have always agreed on one thing:
The greatest player of all time was Pelé. Before Messi, before Ronaldo, before Beckham, Pelé had a
stunning twenty-year career, where he was heralded as an international treasure. His accomplishments
on the field proved to be pure magic: an unprecedented three World Cup championships and the alltime scoring record, with 1,283 goals. Since retiring, he has traveled the world as soccer’s global
ambassador, relentlessly promoting the positive ways soccer can transform young men and women,
struggling communities, even entire nations. Now, for the first time and with unparalleled openness,
Pelé shares his most inspiring experiences, heartwarming stories, and hard-won wisdom. This is Pelé’s
legacy, his way of passing on everything he’s learned and inspiring a new generation. In Why Soccer
Matters, Pelé details his ambitious goals for the future of the sport and, by extension, the world.

Latin America at the End of Politics-Forrest D. Colburn 2002-03-03

This book investigates the process and mechanism of the capability development of East Asian local
manufacturers, which has underpinned their phenomenal rise in the world's competitive landscape of
industrial production during the last few decades.

After decades of ideological struggle, much of it in the service of an elusive socialist ideal, Latin
America has embraced liberalism--democracy and unfettered markets. But liberalism has triumphed
more by default than through exuberance. The region's democracies are fragile and lethargic. Despite
pronounced social inequality, widespread poverty, and other difficulties, the populace is not engaged in
deep discussions about state and society. The end of ideological contests has dampened political
conflict, but likewise lessened the sense of urgency for solving trenchant problems. Political fatigue and
devotion to acquisition have smothered egalitarianism as even an ideal. There is an uneasy social
indifference. Latin America at the End of Politics explores this period of circumscribed political
passions through deft portrayals of crucial political, economic, social, and cultural issues: governance,
entrepreneurs and markets, urban bias, poverty, the struggle for women's equality, consumerism,
crime, environmental degradation, art, and migration of the poor. Discussions of these issues are
enriched by the poignant narratives of emblematic individuals, many of whom are disoriented by the
ideological void of the era. Forrest Colburn's highly original analysis draws on his deep scholarly and
personal familiarity with Latin America. The collage of issues discussed, set in a provocative
framework, offers a compelling interpretation of Latin America in the aftermath of the last century's
ideological battles--and a way to begin to talk about the region's future.

Lens; 1, (1872)-State Microscopical Society of Illinois 2021-09-10

Nietzsche and Paradox-Rogerio Miranda de Almeida 2012-02-01

This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base
of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and

Translated from the French, this book analyzes the paradoxes that fundamentally characterize
Nietzsche’s philosophy and texts.

Sport, Racism And Ethnicity-Grant Jarvie 2003-09-02

First Published in 1991. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Cultural and Social Anthropology-Edward Adamson Hoebel 1976

The Dynamics of Local Learning in Global Value Chains-M. Kawakami 2011-07-19
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Rise-Paige VanZant 2018-04-10

deeply moving and soul-inspiring journey of a warrior who transformed her pain into power and became
one of the toughest women in the world.

AN INSPIRING MEMOIR FOR ANYONE WHO'S BEEN KNOCKED DOWN AND CAME UP SWINGING
Paige VanZant is a rising Mixed Martial Arts star in the UFC's women's strawweight division and holds
a reputation for her ability to defeat obstacles and brutal fights in and out of the octagon. But long
before she was a world-class fighter and winning over fans with her unlikely strength, Paige battled her
own private demons. Rise is the story of her fight to become a bone-breaking competitor. It is the
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